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garrisons upon the coast of Africa to a regulated company1.
The natural solution of the problem would have been for
the State to assume the responsibility. This was proposed
in the seventeenth century2, but in the circumstances of
the age it was impossible—Charles II. failed to retain in
his hands even Bombay which was part of the dowry. The
alternative was to establish a corporation which could
undertake the obligations involved; and the monopoly
of the East India Company can only be justified on the
assumption that a form of organization, which would have
afforded greater latitude for individual enterprise, was
incompatible with the efficient discharge of its primary duty.
other	The problem of defence figured largely in the contro-
Tns^pplrt versY because it supplied the main argument for the con-
ofthe       tinuation of privileges, originally conceded on the ground
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that those who opened up a new branch of commerce were
entitled to a monopoly for a limited number of years. Two
other considerations strengthened the political bias in favour
of the East India Company. It was bound by its treaties
with Indian rulers to make satisfaction for all injuries com-
mitted by Englishmen3, but it could only do so provided
it had control over them. The pirates who swarmed the
Indian seas caused the English much trouble. As early as
1618 the Company was warned that if measures were not
taken to prevent piracy, " your trade in India is utterly lost
and our lives exposed to pledge" *; and in 1699 all the
Europeans at Surat were imprisoned in consequence of the
seizure of a ship belonging to the port5. The question was
asked: " Suppose our ships should continue to make de-
predations upon the Indian coasts. . . . Can loose adven-
turers without discipline, power or command in the country,
hinder or punish such a fact ? And will not all goods
indifferently be seized for reparation of such an injury ? "6
Moreover it was considered necessary to follow the practice
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